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IITRODFCTIOl 
Ifiat atoms could "be bound together to form molecules 
has 'been reeognised tiirougliout tii© development of the science 
of chemistry* Late in the se¥eritee»th century Boyle consid­
ered eheittical combinatioa to be the result of atomic associ­
ation# Later Dalton ©volwcl his atoiaic and molecular the­
ories. Since thes© early beglimings the ideas of valence 
have grown until at the preseot time three general types of 
interaction hetvfeea atrais are recognized: (1) electrostatic 
attraetioo hetwe®B ieas, C2) foraatioii of co-^alent linkages 
betwoea atoms, and (3) iratenaoleculax-' action or van der Waal*s 
forces# 
The first complete formulation of the facts concerning 
valence was perhaps that of G.H. Lewis (28). His fundaxaen-
tal ideas werej (1) the various atoms in a compound have a 
tendency to take on or give up electrons in such a 'mj as to 
heeoitte surrouaded by a shell of eight electrons! {2) the 
teMeacy exists for certain electrons, to wMch the binding 
power is ascribed, to be geometrically localized between th© 
two atoas bound together, and (3) the tendency exists for 
these bonding electrons to occur in pairs. The bonding ©-
lectrons may be shared equally as in the hydrogen molecule 
or unequally ss in the sodiias chloride molecule. Between 
tliese two extremes all degrees of sliarlog are possible. 
Th& aiodern theories of chemical binding developed by 
qaaat'Offi ro^elianical metliods all lead back to tlie f-undaaiental 
Ideas of Lewis* fliese theories attempt to give at least a 
S6mi-qiiaiititati¥© mttieiaatical description to the matter of 
ciieHiical binding, and in so doing place ©laphasis on th.e Lewis 
tiieorj ia different ?#ays. Depeading oa tiie method of ap-
proaclij^ tliree theories of cheiTiical binding may be distinguished. 
As out lined hj ICronig (27) these are* 
{1} Th© lleitler snd I,oiidon theory, 
Ihi® theory starts from the states of the sep­
arate atoms entering into a compom»i and interprets 
the saturation of valences and the electron pair 
boiid by the neutralization of the electron spins. 
(2) The Pauling and Slater theory. 
in this theory the states of Individual elec­
trons of the atoms are considered and, for the first 
tiiae, a physical meaning is gjiven to the directed 
nature of the valence 'bond. 
(3) Th© lJulliken and Hand theory. 
Biis theory is based upon the properties of the 
electrons in the molecule as a whole. It does not 
consider separately the atoras which make up the 
molecule. 
Hies© laodera theories tend to strengthen the idea that 
a eiieaieal hond is dtie to the sharing of electrons# Then the 
character of the hoad between two atoios should h© dependent 
upon the natw© of the sliaring of the electrons forming the 
bond. f\irth©naor©, since eertain groups or radicals retain 
their identity In s large number' of organic solecules, these 
radicals me.j be coasidered as imits- character of the 
bond fo:raied h-etweea an organic radical and. an atom should he 
a ftmction of the ease with -which the radical will share an 
©leetron* In other words, the n&tiire of the bond should he 
a fimction of ttie electron sharing ability of the organic 
radical• 
fhe electron sharing ability should furnish a basis for 
arranging all organic radicals in a series analagous to the 
eldctrocheffiical series of the elements. If such an arrange­
ment of radicals exists,, one should find a regular variation 
of the polar properties of coiap-ounds containing the radicals. 
B'or example, the ionization constant of a compoxind such as 
H-GX-oh should varj as R is replaced by successive members 
of the series. A re,gular variation should also oe noted in 
the dissociation constants "of a series of primary aaaines, 
a® S is varied, fhat th© electron sharing ability of 
the radical should affect these ionizations can be imde more 
obvious by a consideration of a compo'OTd such as R-O-H. If 
R lias a strc«g tendency to take on electrons it would tend 
to pull them away froa the oxygen atom, thus leaving the oxy-
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geii sore positive, fhls 'mjore positive oxygen atom .would in 
turn pull an ©leetron frooi the hydrogen atom and allow the 
hydrogen to pass off as a positive ion. On the other hand 
if 1 has a greater tendency to gl¥e up an electron, the com-
Johns (10) fo\ind that th© f-unotlonal relationship between 
the electron sharing abi:iity of radicals and the ionization 
of primary aaines eomld be expressed hy an equation of the 
type s 
#i©r© K » dissoeiation constant, 
X m eleetron sharing ability 
k, a, b, and G m constants. 
fills equation, served as a basis for arranging th© radicals 
la a series according to their el©otron sharing ability as 
aieasured by its effect on ionization. The order foimd for 
the radicals is shoTO in table I* 
fabl© I. Radicals arranged in the order of increasing electron 
pound would terai to ionize to Rive U* and OH". Hlxon 
Log K, • 4. Q 
sharing ahillty. 
Methyl 
Ithyl 
Propyl 
Bienyl 
o-tolyl 
p-bromo 
p-chloro Tertiary Butyl 
Allyl 
Benzyl 
alpha-naphthyl 
P"'nitrophenyl 
a-iai t r ©phenyl 
©••chlorophenyl 
o-nltrophenyl 
cyanide 
p-anlsyl 
p-tolyl 
m-tolyl 
o-anlsyl 
Later work has confimed tiiis order for the radicals, 
and seems to indicate that tlie idea of electron sharing a-
bility is a ftiadameutal coueept. Tli© evidence for this con­
cept tmj toe outlined as follows: 
I • Indirect cia.eaic,al evidence. 
A* Bquilibriina constants In water. 
!• Ionization of organoiaerc-arx nitrates (14), 
2. Ionization of alplia-substituted pyrroli­
dines 34)• 
3. Ionization of alpim-substituted pyrrolines 
(34). 
4. Ionization of I-substituted pyrrolidines 
C 5 ) .  
B* EqiJilibrimi constants in met]3..anol« 
1. lonisation of carboxylie acids (9). 
2* Ionization of primary amines (9). 
3» loniaation of substituted pyrrolidines (9). 
C« EquiirDrin® constant® in etlianol* 
1. Ionization of carbo^ cylic acids (9), 
2. Ionization of primary amines {9). 
5. For tbe reaction 
2Blgi;^ ::^ R2Hg Hgig (12). 
4# For the reaction 
EHgGl * EOlZ^BUgCl * HON (2). 
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D. EquilibFiian const ants in benzene, 
1, For tlie 3?eastlon 
ClgCHCOlDSH^ ClgCilO f RSH {13). 
II • Indirect plijsleal mldmme, 
A. atomic i»©fj»acti¥ity of merciiry In a series 
of corapoimds j4), 
S. ftiersml stability (decomposition temperature). 
1. H-Hg-Cl CS). 
2. H-Hg-lOg (11). 
3. RaHg (4), 
In all oases listed as incllreet chemical evidence the 
effect was aieasiirad by observing tii© change In sorae polar 
propwsrtj of a corapomid containing the radical* fhe reactions 
in all th©s© stiidies were reversible, methods for 
meastiriiig electron sharing ability are liKilrect becauae the 
effect of the radical must be measured indirectIj by its ef­
fect as transmitted througli an intervening atoia or group. 
For exajuple, to prodnc© a variation in the dissociation of 
the radical iau.st transiait its effect through the nitro' 
gen atom. 
A acre direct mefcliod ¥/o'uld be to consider some property 
of the bond hj ?4ilch the radical is attached to an atom or 
group. This shomld show in a more direct manner the exact 
nature of the effect wi'ilch the radical has upon the R-X bond. 
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As suggested tsj Carr, (3) refractive index studies shouM 
prove a step in tills direction. Pa Jans and Joos {8) and 
Siiiytli. 133} lia¥e siiowii tlmt refractioa can be used as a aeas-
OTs of tiie constraint imder wiiieh, electrons aet in molecules. 
Applying the ideas developed by these authors Garr (4) rea­
soned tliat in a series of coapoimds such as B-Hg-CIf or R-Hg-R 
the atoBiie refraction of mercury should vary with the electron 
' sharing ability of tli© radical. In the mercury atom aloae 
the eleetrons act uxder the influence of a certain constrain­
ing fore© Miieb. may b© calculated from the refractivity of 
the mercury atoia» fhen if the aerciiry is attached to a rad-
icalf the eleetroas of the mercury atom Miich form the bond 
between E and Hg will be Influenced also by the constraining 
force axerted on then by the radical E* The constraining 
effect of the radical siioiild cause the atomic refractivity 
of the mercury atoa in the coapound to be different from that 
observed for fr#e mercury* 
Table II shows the atoiaic refractivities of Biercxiry and 
the thermal decomposition temperatures for a niuaber of com-
pomcis as determined by 0arr (4). For the cyanides the 
atOTiic refraction of the mercury was calculated by subtracting 
the molar refraction of R-CH from that of H-Hg-CH. Likewise 
the molar refraction of 1-R was subtracted from that of 
R-Hg-R to obtain the atoxaic refraction of the mercury in ths 
H-Hg-H corapoimds. 
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Table 11* The atomic refpaetlvlty of raercury and decompo­
sition temperature for soxm organoaerciirials. 
Cospo'taiQl 
t Decomposition s 
stemperature (decrees): 
itojaic refraction 
of Hg 
CSsIfgCS 260-g70 10.19 
CgHgligCI 245-265 11.55 
CeHsClgHgCl 208-216 13.07 
o-ClCgH4SHgHg01 210-215 13 .07 
%%HgCIf Above 250 10.58 
p-CHgCgH^ HgCI Above 250 9.36 
CGs%)2Hg 190 12.25 
(CgHgCHglgHg 170 13.81 
300 11.42 
Hg vapor (8) 13.94 
Tills table siiows that wlien the atoiiiic refractivity of 
the combined sieroury laas a amxiaiBn value th© resulting com-
'poiaad is very unstable. A laaxiniuffl in the refraction corre­
sponds to a miniffium constraint for th© electrons. That the 
aiercurj atom in dibeazylmereury an,d benzylmercury cyanide is 
loosely botmd is s,hoi»a by th© ease with iliich it is removed 
"by the application of heat. On heating, these compounds de-
coiripos© accortling to th© following equations i 
a • Hg , 
R-Hg-GliMlUR—CH • Hg 
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If th.© oMer of tlie radicals shown in table I is re­
tained,. tiia ctinres obtained by plotting the electron sharing 
ability of taie radicals against the theriaal stability of the 
organ«erc«ry eorapoimds shows a -mlnSMxm* On the other hand, 
the curwB of the atomle refraction of mercury in these com­
pounds shows a m&xlmmu This nmxiiaya occurs at the same point 
on the ©lestroa faring ability axis as does th© miniia'om in 
the therjiml stability c«rve. If the radicals are arranged in 
the order of increasing atoialc refractivity of the mercury, 
they asmini© approximately the same order found hy Kharasch 
(17, 18, 19), from a study of the IrreTersitole splitting of 
•unsyriMet3?ical organomereiiry compounds • 
Undoubtedly there are several factors Miich determine 
th© electron sharing ability of an organic radical. The two 
types of methods outlined previously say place emphasis on 
these factors in different ways. For example, assme that 
two factors important in determining the electron sharing a-
hility of the radical are mass and sjTaaietry. The radicals 
could he arranged simply in the oMer of increasing mass. 
On the other haiKi, th© dielectric constant of a series of 
eompotmds of the type E-X eoxild ser¥e aa a basis for classi­
fying the radicals • Obviously this aethod would place aiuch 
sore emphasis on spuiietry than on mass. Until the exact 
factors which determine the electron sharing ability of a 
radical are toowi aal the effect of each detenained, the 
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order of tlw i^ 'adicals caiiriot 'be def5„nltely fixed. A direct 
study of the carTboii-iaercupy bond tinrougjiout a aeries of com-
pomids almj-M iielp to clarify these questions. To make suoli 
a stiidj was tlie chief purpose of this ln"?©stigation. 
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STAIlMESf C)F fHE PBOBLEM 
The purpose of tte present study may be outlined as 
follows: 
I*, f^o lOTeBtigate tiio tlieoretical possibilities of using 
RaBias spectra as a tool in the elucidation of electron 
sliarlng ability. 
2« fo assemble apparatus suitable for Raman spectra 
studies. 
5.* To obtain and stuiy the BaHian spectra of a series of 
oompomds of the type RgHg. 
-16«' 
fHlOEEflCAI. C01SIDEEA1PI01S 
mxen tlie molecmle ts ©oasldered as a dyrsamic system in 
the lntei»pretatlon of Hainan spectra, there are several siiapl© 
postulates which ar© basic* ks outlined toj Andrews (1) they 
are j 
1. Hie frequencies of the Hasmn shifts correspond to 
the cliaraeterlsti.c fund«ae*ital laeohanisal frequencies in the 
aol©<5iil© #. 
2. The iaas.s0s of t'm vibrating mechanieal system ara 
the nuclei of the atoms arranged la space as indicated by 
X>-ray studies ot crystal structur© and hy deductions from 
stereo chemistry. 
3. fhe force® tinder which these nmsses vibrate may, as 
a first approxiffiation, be ooasldered as acting along the lines 
associated with the chemical valence bonds. They can b© 
characterised by two elastic constants, the stretching con-
stani and the bending ccastant* !Che stretching constant 
gi¥©s the restorlnc force mrhen the two atans are pulled a-
part miit distance froia their ©qmilibriimi positions in the 
Molecule. The bending cormtaat gl^es the restoring force 
»heis the angle is altered betweaa th© bonds Joining a central 
atom ^ to two ©ther atoms • 
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4. The amplitilde of vibration will be so small compared 
witli tbe eqiiillbriim distances between any two atoas that the 
variation of tli© foree with dlsfcanc© will obej Hooke»s law. 
IS, elastic constants for any type of "bond are Ind©-
peraient of the structm*© of the molecule In ^ Ich it occiirs, 
if there are no neiipiboring dipoles present. (The exact de­
scription of the force® between the atoms varies considerably 
with the author aad the type of molecule being considered.) 
The fifth of these poatalates has a direct bearing upon 
the present probleii.. As a preliminary test of this postulate, 
consider the laiaaa frequencies observed for methyl chloride, 
methyl brcsBid®, and aethyl iodide. These compounds show the 
following frequencies: 710, 594, and 522 due to the C—X bond. 
Substituting these values into th© equation for a simple 
harmonic oscillator one can calculate th© elastic constant k 
for the C—X 
(1) 
or ^  
e^r© _jL ~ J +-
where k « force constant 
» reduced mass 
 ^m frequency of vibration 
raass of vibrating particles. 
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fills proc'Mtire jieMs three values for k in dynes per cm. j 
3.12 X 2,61 X Idr:^' , 2.1S X IdrP'" , respectively. 
Sie ¥aFia.tion of'k amy be Interpreted as sneaning that 
the strength of the C--X bond increases as we pass from the 
iodide to broittide to chlorid®. ®i© stability of these coxn-
pomds increases in tliis same order.. I&e degree of ioniza­
tion of the halogen adds decreases in this order. 
In carrying this procedure over to th© aiore complex 
organic Hiolecules *iich shorn' nwaeroiis lines., one imist assxaae 
that a particular observed frequency may be associated with 
on© bond in the aol©eul©« ®i© validity of this asstunption 
is etridenced hy the fact that ^ enm&T a carbon-hydrogen 
bond oceiars In a eompoand frequencies near 3000 e.m.'"l are oto-
senred. Likewise, if a carbon-carhon bo^nd is present fre­
quencies near 1000 are observed. Theoretical considerations 
also support this .assumption. A stxs&j made by Lewis (29) on 
OQxmled vibration® sliowed that if groups of vibrating parti­
cles are coupled together, there should be tvfo results..- First, 
frequencies should be observed lAiich are slight modifications 
of and grouped aroimd the frequencies ob.served when the groups 
vibrate .alone. Second, there should be frequencies present 
which are slight modifications of the frequencies observed 
if th© individual groups are considered as rigid imits to 
.fonii a new systea. The frequencies observed for a particular 
bond vary .somewhat with the structiire of the molecule. A 
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study of ttes variation shoul^ d help to explain the nature of 
the electron sharing abilitj of organic radicals. 
A bond chosen for sucli a study shouM show a frequency 
In a r-egion of the speetFOTi free from lines due to other bonds, 
fh© 0*1 bond fulfills this ceaditlon remarkably well. All 
eompomids having the Gal hooA exhibit a frequency near 2100 
em#-3. -^iie if no smh bond is present in the compoimd no 
f^eq-aeney is observed In this region. If the CsN group is 
considered as a sjstea of two particles, it should have a 
single frequency which laaj he called . fhen if this group 
is coupli^ to another group, R, should be shifted slightly 
to a mm poaitloa,# fhe laodification of i.e*:^—2^^, 
is a direct measure of the coupling coefficient between R and 
the GH group, fhe coupling coefficiemt ia defined as the 
ratio bet?#een the coupling within the group and the coupling 
betweea the .group#. ®ien if the binding within the CIN and 
E groups remains unchanged -Aen the two are coupled together, 
the shift is will measure the strength of the 
coupling.. If the strength of an R—CN bond is deterrjiined by 
the electrcKi sharing ability of the radical E, then 
will be a •function of electron sharing ability. 
5able III shows the frequencies reported (6) for a 
nuaiber of compounds of the t.i?p-© R—•CI. 
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Table III. i¥©qu©nei©s reported for a series of cyanides. 
G1 (ton) 2080 0 
HCl 2094 14 
CH-,01 2250 170 
CoIBGI 2246 166 
0iH7CS 2245 165 
CC.H3)2GHCHgGl 2245 165 
C OIU) .^ CHCHpOHoCl 2241 161 
CfiilfcfigCI " 2248 168 
0-ci3C|H4Cl 2225 145 
CsI%Cl 2227 147 
01--01 23M 254 
Table III shows tixat there is a variation in the fre­
quency due to the osH boad as the radical is cliaaged. Al-
thougli the total variation over the whole series is slight, 
this frequency tecds toward a maximiaa in methyl or benzyl 
cjaaides,# If the S-G bond, is so strong that the R-G group 
vibrates as a unit, then from equation {1} th© CSH frequency 
should vary inversely with the mass of 1.. However, the 
•exact aass of the radical which is effective is uncertain. 
Therefore this effect cannot be evaluated directly. 
Th® foregoing discussion shows that to obtain useful 
infonaation froia Esaisan spectra studies on a series of cop-
pounds the series .feouM possess the following character-
istios» 
!• The iMividual compounds should show frequencies In 
a region free from other lines. 
2. The frequency or frequencies studied ahoxild vary con-
-21-
sidembly as R Is varied-
Since refractive IMex (4) and theraial stability data (4) 
are available for a series of R-Hg-R compoimds these were 
chosen for the present study. Siey should be well suited to 
such a study for several reasons. First, since R is attached 
directly to the mereury the effect on the R-Hg bond can b© 
observed directly as R is varied. Second, since the mercury 
is very heavy the frequencies of th© molecule associated 
with it should be low and fall in a region relatively free 
from other Bamaa lines. 
Is an approximatioa one aay consider th© syraaetrical 
mercury ooiiipouads as compo-sed of three particles, and re­
present them as siiowa ia B'igure I. 
fi^ um 
Ki repres-®nts th© restoring force in dynes when the 
mass ffi is displaced unit distance fro® its equilibrium po-^ 
sifcioa. In tMs sense, iseasxires the strength of the 
carbon-mercury hon&, represents the restoring force 
wh#ii the angle between the two carbon-mercury valence bonda 
{5 Jt.  ^ A m i 
I. M»4el of a s/mrn0^ rtt<t/ or^ gno- j 
mgrctfry compound, > 
••22* 
is altered, hence it measures the resistance of the carbon-
aierctxry bond toward bending. 
Insofar as tliey are available ciipole moment aeasiire~ 
seats aad eleetroa tJiffraction stt^ies (32) indicate that 
fioleeules of this tyj« are li»ear. At least th© two valence 
bonds of the laercury form an angle of 180® with one another. 
Anj d©Tiation, from a linear structure in the radical itself 
will not he very iaportant in the present considerations. 
Yatas C'59) used a linear model as shown in Figare I and cal­
culated the fliasiaiaenfcal frtqwencies for the system.. The 
nodes of vibration corresponding to these frequencies are 
sl'iOTO in Pigmre II* 
S0V®rd.l interesting and useful relationships are shown 
bj these ©fiiations, As is apparent froa equation (2) 
is Independent of th© nmss of the raereurj. therefore if ki 
eaa he detafsined toy a separate sioans,. ecimtion (2) offers 
a laetkod for ©valuating th® ©ffeotiv© mass of H. Equation 
{6} offers a mmm for evaluating lci which does not ex­
plicitly involve the mass of the radical# Equation (5) 
should, prove of v&l-u© in locating -2^ provided, of course, 
s, eaa h# ©valiaafeed and located. Thcioretical considera­
tions hofond the s.eop6 of this thesis show that , th© 
syiametrical frequency,, should be the laost Intense frequency 
observed in the B«aan spectra. 
In order to test the validity of thl-s method, it my 
The t^ vatioas for fundam^ nfa/ frmfuen^ ims are'. 
 ^ JL /_A_ a) 
J Tf 1 m 
/ r^K /. « m/1f 
-7^  iir 
^ ^ IH-
 ^ 2 IT f M 
Using these e<ft>atiiin* '^ k* fallowing rtiai'ions ma/ bt okf«iit*d. 
K jl^/HUT If,. 
•y, 1 /i 
•» irr* m, (T) 
_  ^
 ^ 2fe*(^ , * 2m} 
 ^ (9) 
Figvf* S, Th0 mourns of fof 
//fitar m»i*cviQ, 
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-b© applied to tli© dietkyl- aisd dimethylmercury compotmds. 
fhompsoa aM Mimetfc (35) have la&d# a rather complete dy-
naiaioal stiMy of these molecules and have assigned the fre-
qiiencles observed hj Pai (31) to the fimdaiaental modes of 
vilsratioa of the molecular siodel. The modes of vibration 
and observed, frequeasies are sliowa in P'igure ill. Kie 
atamtoers In parenthesis are the intensities of the observed 
Rajaan lines. 
fable I¥ shows the observed and calculated frequencies 
for diethyl- and diaethylmercury, Sie values for the force 
coast silts for the earboa-aercury and carbon-carbon bonds 
seem rather iiaprobable. However, the general agreement 
with the ©xperiaentally cbaervsd frequencies is rather good. 
Still closer a^gpeeiaent between, the ejcpsrimentally observed 
biA calculated frequencies was obtained by th^se authors 
wixm they selieeted the calculated frequencies from two sets 
of data. On# set of data was calculated assujalng the 
structure shorn in Figure III. ®i© other calculations were 
based upon a structure in «hlch one ethyl group of Figure 
III was rotated ISO® about the carbon-mercury bond. Th@ 
olos© agreeaent betw®#® the calculated and observed re­
sults is not surprising Mien am considers there were a 
total of six constants *iieh were adjusted to obtain seven 
frequencies* 
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Table IV. Observed, wad calculated frequencies for diethyl-
and clii»etliyl®erc«i'y. 
Bletl t^ imeffijlker'oury 
otSsiri r©(i' $ CaTeula^ t^  s ()bserVe^  s Calculated 
140 CI) 135 156 (2) 
212 (2} 215 2^ ' 255 (0) 
259 (3) 255:^ ' S15 (8) 
329 CO) wew^W*. 565 C D  
495 
485 (8) 480 2^ -' 700 (3) 
562 C O )  
6SS CO) 
958 CD 970 ^7' 
1008 Cs) 985 ' 
1055 12) 
fixe followlrig constants were used la calculating the 
above frequencies. 
Constants for {GgH5)2Hg Constants for {CH3)2Hg 
• 1»7 X 10^  djnes per.cm, kx « 2«33 x 10® dynes 
per cm. 
kg « S.9 3C 10® djaes ,p.©r ea« 
or s 2.44 3t 10^ djn&s 
• 1*7 X 10"^^ dps© cm. pel* radi.an per cm. 
a 0*6 j: 10"^  ^djue em. per radian • 0.46 x 10~^ 1 dyne 
cm. per radiajn 
B 65® or . 0.48 X 10"^^ 
dyae cm. per 
dl m 2.25 X 10~8 mt* radian 
^2 • 1.54 X 10"*® cm. • m « 15 
® « 15 II at 201 
lag s 14 
« 201 
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faM© ¥ sliows tJie results obtained by applying equa­
tions (6), (7), (8) and (9) to the observed frequencies foy 
dietbyl- and diaetlijliaercury as given In Table IV 
Table ¥• Calculated constants for diethyl- ajsi diaetiiyl 
iiercary. 
Constant ,s l:i t li-t s ki t koc 
1 (71 J (4 t (9) 
t '^ ac: 
: ^8) 
i0£i • M: m 
Iquilioa s (6l i' ' M'" s (5) 
CCilglglg S.16 2*34 £.45 0»09 0.09 
V' 
1.1 1.07 16.7 
(Cg%)2Hg 4.67 4.05 4.31 0«13 0.15 1.16 1.17 11.3 
1,95*^  2»2B'^  0,06 0.07 1.07'-' 
m CH2 ttsed to calcolate these values. 
The frequencies used Irs these calculations • were: 
Diaetliylmerctti^ y Dlethyliaercury 
2/ s 515 a 486 
2^  m 156  ^a 140 
:Z^  » 565 = 562 
falJle Y s'mwB that fairly good agreement %fith the re­
sults of Thoapson and Mrmett (35) can be obtained by ap­
plying equation (7) aiid eoasidering tlie CH2 g^ coup as vi­
brating against tlie merom»y atom. However, eq,tiation (G) 
seeras to otf^r a laore logical procedure. In applying this 
equation one assttaes a three body system and calculates th© 
restrain3,ng fore® acting on the group vibratirig against the 
mspcury. Hi© eonstant,. iftoich is a measure of this force, 
is Bot a laeastare of the strength of the carbon-mercury bond 
mlesa B vibrates as a %#iole« ISiat this is true my be seen 
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from a eonsideratloa of Pigur© IV 
S- i 
I 
Figure JS. Coupl«d vtbr-a^ or* yith a fited Jvpfiort. 
In Pigm'e I? two particles A and B are attached to a 
fixed polat P by means of springs Sj_ ami Sg* If A vibrates 
^ile B remains in a fixed position the constraining force 
on A is tlie smi of the forces due to S2_ and 82* On the other 
head, if A &ad B vibrate as a ua,it, i»®. S2 does not change 
its length, the co^nstr'sdnlng force an the group A B is that 
clue to Si alone. Sie application of equation (6) should 
yield results more iiMlicativ© of the actual birxiing between 
H ami Hg than are the eoastants foimci In an arbitrary way by 
•Bioiapson and Linaett* 
The above .considerations #iow tliat Raaian spectra studies 
shoiiM be of vaMe in the present problGm.* They should help 
to explain, the nature of th© E-Hg bond in two waysj first, 
by variations in the frequencies due to the carbon-mercury 
bond, aad, secoai,. by variations in the frequencies character­
istic of R wiien it vibrates as a mit. Tlio frequencies due 
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to vitorafcloas witMa the radicals will, of cotarse, have to 
be obtained frsm tli© Raman spectra of simpler compoimds con­
taining tlie radioale, lliether any exact relationship exists 
between tlie HaiEaa frequencies ai^ i the electron constraint as 
aieastireti by the atomic refraction is not Imown. 
-30. 
IXPERIlMTAIi 
Bie Spectrogr'apli 
fiie spectrograpli msed was constructed by the College 
lastmaaent shop. The optical parts were piirchased from the 
Bauscli. mA Lojit> Optical ooapaaj. The prisia is mo-uated in a 
cast Iron case at one sid© of ili3.cli the collimtor tulse 
earFying a lens of 65 diaaeter aafi 600 run. focal length 
is fixed. In fTOnt of the lens is soimted a imilateral slit 
of 20 am. hel^ it. Tli© slit cari^ les a V-aimped Hartinan dia-
pteapi, f©p regulating its The width of" the alit is 
adjustable by aeaas of a mieromster serew. The djnjia of the 
serew is dl's^ ided so that the width of the slit can b© ad­
justed to a htmdredth ©f a milUmetey.. 
The camera lens system consists of two aehrosiatic 
doublet l#nses separated hj a distance of 117.4 ihiq. Kie 
lens nearest the |>rlsa has a diameter of 66 am. and the di-
mmteT of the seeoad is 50' mm. This ooiabiuation brings the 
speetrtro iato focus at approximately 70 ma* hack of th© 
second leas. !I5i© ohjectlve is aomted on a. carrier provided 
with & serew adjustment so that its distance frora th© prism 
m&j be varied... 
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ISie plate holder Is raoiinted direetly Daclc of t!ie camera 
leas ar^, may toe rotated or moved horlaontally away from the 
otojeetive# The plat© holder Is adjustable vertically so 
that tine several spectrograms may be taken on the same plate-
The instrmeat %mB originally desired to use a hollow 
prism filled with ethyl cinnaaaate# The side of the prism, 
which h®l a refractive angle of 65°, was 150 am« long and 
95 smu high. Ithyl clrmaaiate ^ouM he particularly suited, 
for this ptjrpos® because of its high dispersion and low 
average index of refraction.. However, with this liquid in 
the prism a sharp foeus could not he obtained. The Baaan 
liaes obtained with th© liquid prism were so diffuse and 
irregular that they could not be measured. Farther diffi­
culty was eBcouatered due to polyiaerization of the ethyl 
ciimaaate, This effect was noticed only after washing ard. 
vaeuma. distilling a saiTfile of the liquid which had become 
slightly colored on stalling for a year and a half# 15ie puri' 
flcation process probably removed some stabilizing agent 
added originally by the aaimfacturer of the ester. 
1 review of the constants for a large niaaber of liquids 
indicfated. that methyl salicylate or ethyl anthranilate should 
aerve as a satisfactory substitute, for ethyl einuamate. 
Since methyl saliejlat© was available, attempts were made to 
use it ia th© prism. The definition of lines was aa xinsat-
isfaetory as when ethyl eimaitate was used,, fhis result 
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suggested the possibility that tlie defect irdght lie either 
la th© lens sjstem of the instriaiaent or lo the glass parts 
of the priaa itself. Exmaination of the pfism faces with 
a test plate showed that thej were not sufficiently flat for 
us©., p-ortliermor©, they were so thin that the weight of th© 
liquid eausecl th©ia to tmlge slightly. Since the prisia it­
self was defective, m fm'ther search for a suitable substi-
tue for ethyl alnnmmte was made. 
fhe {iefinltioa obtained was v@rj satisfactory when the 
liqiiid prism was replaced, by & smaller 60o glass prism. The 
dispersion was only ahout two-thirds as great and the in­
tensity much less with tlie glass prism. The exposure time 
with tMs prisa f#as rather long. Greater accuracy eould 
ha¥© "oeea ohtaiaed with a satisfactory liquid prism. Hov#-
ever, since considerable time aad aoney would have "been 
aecassary to secure a satisfactory liquid prism, the glass 
prism was us mi thrrmghotit. 
fhe entire speetrograph was placed in a constant tem-
perattire toath to avoid any expansion or contraction of th© 
iastrtaaeat dmriug loag exposures, fhe thermostat was ori­
ginally iafceaded to prevent convection curreiits d-a© to 
teinperatiire ehaages in th© liquid prism. 
Pigmr© V shows tyi>ical spectrograms obtained with each 
0f these prisits'. 
( 
I t 1# N 
Fl0ire Y. fspectrograias taken wltli liquid aac! glass prisms* 
ISiese speet:rog2?«ias are the Hgaaaa spectra of carbon 
tetraciiloriti© asKl tiawe been enlarged to approximately the 
sam© sise» Ga the origiaal plates the leiigth of the spectrim 
bet\'/e©a tlie two imtourj arc lln©g 4S58 X and 4916 £ was 5 xam. 
with the liqtild prism* The distane© between these lines 
using the glass prism mas 3 ami* 
The Excitation Unit 
Th© usual e:Ki)eriia©Rtal arrangement as recocmiended hj 
Wood (37) was not satlsfaetory for use witli the spectro-
gi'^aph. available'# Dae tc the eon^tractioa of the plate holder 
the tiabe holding th© liquid \mder observation could not be 
viewed from the rear of the spectrograph. Therefore the tube 
could riot be aeeurately aligaed and a ¥ery large amo-unt of 
stray light was reflected froa th© walls of the tube into 
the spectrograph. Another dlsad¥antage of Wood*s arrangement 
was that it required aligmient of th© tube each time it was 
refilled. Bie arrangement SIIOTO, seliematicallj in Figure VI 
ims fiaally adopted as being th© most satisfactorj. This 
apparatus Is a modification of that used by Dadieu and 
lohlrauseh md described hj lohlrausch (22), 
flie liquid or solutioii to be investigated was held in tube 
T. ISiis tutoe was aiad© by sealing a flat piece of plate Pyrex 
glass into a Pjrex tuba (12 outside diameter). A collsp 
at the top rested on the condenser 0 to support the tube, 
Bae Gon&enseT C was also constructed from Fjrmx tubing, the 
inside diameter being Just sli^tlj larger than the outside 
dimeter of the Saman tube T.» A solution was circulated 
throu£#i th© condenser C for two purposes s to keep the liquid 
in T eoM md to serif© as a light filter. 
Bie refleetor E was eonstructed In th© form of an el­
liptical cylind-er fitom polish®! sheet almlnum. The top and 
bottom were made elllptloal so that if the arc were placed 
at on© focus,, all light leaving it would be concentrated on 
the tube T placed at the other focus, A slit in the top 
alloW'@d. a glass filter F to b© inserted between the arc and 
the Rsjiian tub©, 'Bie reflector was moimted on a stand pro-
¥ided with a screw arrangement so that 1 could be raised or 
lo?«3r8d» T!ie stsiid alsO' carried a support for the total re­
flecting prim. Fi* fills support could be raised or lowered 
without Moving the reflector* A mean.® was also provided for 
moving fj horlsontally* Sie stand could be tilted by means 
T^ p K/'eW 9Kt<ri»n mnit 
Fi^ i/r* H. Dittgrom of a^ jtiMiJed e nc/fotion voif. 
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of leveling screws in t?a€ base. The lens was placed on a 
separate stand Milch was bolted to tJae table. 
B.C. laere-ui'y arcs of several designs were iriade and 
tested but the design Bliomi la Pigur© fl proved most satis­
factory. Tiiis &Te. was coastrucfced from, Pyrex tubing (19 ssa. 
outside diameter). lUe ratiier large diaitietei' was ciiosea to 
iBSUTQ oompXetd illisfiliiati©ii of tli© liquid in the Raiaaa tube, 
llien is use aa external resistance was placed in series with 
tii« are to lliait the ©urrent to 6 - 5#5 amperes. A blast of 
air from aa electric fan was direetM against the arc to 
keep it eooled. fii© holes in the top aisd bottom of the re­
flector tJarou^ whicli tl^e arc passed liad. a diameter about 
twice that of tiie are in order to iasure good circulation of 
air* 
Attempts were amd© to use a General Electric type H-2 
110 volt A»C* serourj laaap. Althougji this tyije of lamp was 
very convenient to use it was unsatisfactorj because of the 
high temperature at wlaieh it operated. At tliia temperature 
the coatlQuous mercury speetruin betireen 4000 and 6000 2 v,'as 
fttite iatease. toother disadvantage was tiiat a small amotint 
of argon was ;prese»t ia the lainp and gave rise to several 
lines in the region ia mxlch the lamau liaes were found. 
laiea the laiif) was oooled. sufflelenitly to reduce the continu­
ous light, the 4358 X aercury Hue used to excite the Rainan 
spectra was only about one-fifth as intense as this line 
Figure ?1I. The asseaitoled exoitation 
uialfc. 
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from the D,C. For taes© reasons trie D.0. are was pre­
ferable, 
Fig:iire ?II is a photo-graph of the assembled excitatioH 
unit. 
Filters for Obtalalng a Monociiromatlc Source 
filt©ps are used. In Rpjsian spectra work for several 
purposes* flxese purposes a»i the materials coxrBnonlj used are 
given iti the following outline. 
1* Plltoi's to remove violet and ultra violet light. 
&• Corning loviol-0 glass. 
'b. Q»l»ine sulfate solution. 
2. Pilters to remove continuous light from mereurj 
are between 4000 a»d 5000 X. 
a. Cobalt salts. 
h. Coming lo« &85 glass filter, 
c. Concentrated didyaiiyHi ohlorid® solution (25). 
fi. lociine in carbon tetraehloride solution-. 
3. To isolate a single mercnrj arc line {21)» 
a. For 5791 and 5770 I lines. 
(1) Saturated potasaium diciiroiaate solution. 
t5. For 6461 I line. 
fl) Potassium dlchromate plus neod^ mium 
nitrate solution. 
e,. For 4^ 8, 4348, arid 4339 t lines. 
(13 Cobalt glass jjltis quinine sulfate solution 
d. For 404'? t lia©« 
(1) Cobalt glass plus quinine sulfate solution 
For S663, 3655 anl 3650 I lines. 
CI) letliyl ¥lolet 4H plus aitposo diraethyl 
aniline. 
Til© particulai' ciioie© of filter depends,, of course, 
upon, the purpose to be aoeompll0to.e<i» Axij filter designed to 
isolate a.single mercuff lln© usually reduces the intensitj 
of til© line isolated* Tlils seeeBsitates longer exposure but 
considerably simplifies tixe iuterpretatioa of the spectro-
grrns. Glass filters are very convenieat to use but usually 
greatly red-oee the Intensity of the line isolated. Solutions 
are rather ln®onvenient but iiiay be ohosan to give selective 
absorptioa in alraoat mj region of the spectrum# Tl'iis is 
particularlf tni© for organic dyes but tlies© are objection­
able beca.ua© thej teal to change wltk use* Since the organo-
mercurj compounds to be studied were decoaposed. by violet and 
ultra violet li^tj^ the 4S&8 X mercury liae was used for ex-
eitation* 
All li- •*; below 4368 X was cut out by & plat© of 
Coming I'ovlol-A glass Inserted at F, Figure ?I, Another 
•Coming filter, ultra blue purple lo# 585, was also inserted 
at P to reitKjve light of longer wave length. This ccmibination 
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reducM the ijafceaalty of tJie 4358 I mereury lia© by about 
&0 pere-eiat, so whenever possible the So» 585 filter was not 
used- Ii3 fcheae eases a Bolution 0»05 M in CUSO4 ajnd 0»05 M 
in CoS04 was cl.reulated tiipo^ugii tlie condenser €• Tiiis solu­
tion, helped to reduce the eontimous mercury arc spactruja 
betwem 4000 and 5000 t» fhe copper sulfate was added to 
remoT© ths infra-red lig^t wliieli, in aoae cases, caused 
rapid decomposition ©f tli© xsmrcxwy compounds. 
Ill some earlier experifflents the outside of the Raiaan 
tube was painted with, colored lacquer aade by adding 10 cc, 
•of a saturated m&thyl alcohol solution of Rhodaiaine B and 
10 ec. of a satursfctd siethyl alcohol solution of aniline 
r«d to 50 ce» of clear lacquer. Se-'^eral dyes were investi­
gated fort Ma purpose but noa© proved very satisfactory, 
fh© Isccjuer did not stick to tlie glass very well and had to 
be remv&d occasionally. Furtheriaore, the intensity of the 
45S8 I llae was eoiisiderably reduced, 0© the use of these 
filters was discontinued* 
Pijjur© VIII shows th© effect of various filters. These 
photographs are enlargements of spectrograias of the mercury 
are. 'I*hey were taken by inserting an altaalnuHi r-od with a 
conical tip into the oond&aser C (figure ¥1) in place of the 
Imaan tube, ftis conical tip served to reflect the light from 
the arc irito the spectrograph. Since the only purpose of 
the experiment was to oorapare the filters, no attaint was 
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1. lo^lol k • G«SG4 (exo«ss) 
2. loviol Jk "t CuSO^ -r C0SO4 
3. lotriol A 
4. Io¥lol k r Goraing lo. 58S 
5. Hoviol A • laequered tube 
Ptgur® ?III. Comparissn of filtera. 
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made to secure wiifonn lllusnlnatlon of the silt. The lii^ t 
seat iiito the spectrograph had passed through the filters 
in the aame laann&r as when the Raiaan spectrxam of a solution 
•mm toeing taken.. The exposures showa in Figure VIII were 
taken for 15 minutes with 4,75 aaips. current throu^ the arc. 
Ihen the lacquered tub© was use^ , eoollng of the liquid 
in tM Rasan tube was aeeomplished bj allowing tap water to 
run through the conleaser c fB'igure ¥1) . Soa© of the spectro-
.gr*®is ?fer© taken with solutions saturated at 40®. lliia 
tsmperatur© was umiutained hy oii'culating the G0SO4 - (?aS04 
filter liquid throu^  a copper coll in a theraostat anci theu 
tliroug^  the eondeaser 0. The water in th© thermostat tos 
held at 48®» With th® thsraoatat at that temperature the 
filter solution ©ouM he circulated slowly through condenser 
C and salntain the temperature inside the Raaan tube at 42^ -
4S®. Co«tJ*oI of this teiaperatixre was important solutions 
were used* If crjstallisatloii took plaee, the unmodified 
vmrcw^j light was refleoted into the spectrograph and ruined 
the speetrogriBB. 
MJustment of the Sp-eetrograph and Alignment 
of the Auxiliarj Apparatus 
An iron are was used as a liipit source and the spectro­
graph waa adjusted in the usual manner# IS1© collimator was 
T-&moved and focused on a distant object. after setting the 
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prism on miaimimi deviation for green light, the plate holder 
was fixed and a sharp image of the slit formed on a groiand 
glass plate la the plate holder hy moving the objective lena. 
Bi© sTjectriia was so small that en eyepiece was used for vis­
ual ©bservatioa during this adjuatmeat* A series of spectro­
grams of the iron arc were taken with various settings of 
th© objectiim and plate holder. The best adjustment was s©-
laeted by an examlimtlont of these plates* 
In order to obtain satiafaotorj spectrograms in Raman 
spectra work all lig-jht coming directly frosi the light so?^ ce 
Bmst be prevented from entering the spectrograph.. Unless 
this is acoQiiiplished, the contlimoias light from the arc 
will mask the w©.ak Rmjm lines#. One scarce of this ex-
traneoms light is that reflected from the walls of th© Raman 
tube.» However, if the aligiBa.ent is good, th© condensing 
lens Li ana the allt dimensions can be ohosen so that no 
li|^ t fro® the walls of the tube eaters the spectrograph {30). 
The condensing lens uaed'had a focal length of 10 cai. and 
was placed 15 em. fro® the slit, ®ae slit length and width 
were 5 asa. and C11S5 nm.,., respectively. The front of th© Ra­
man ttib« was placed 18 cm. from the condensing lens. 
For aligning .the apparatus a small light wa.s placed 
at the plate holder so that the prisia was completely illumi­
nated. This produced a square diverging beaa of light froa 
the slit of the spectrograffli*. An outline of the beam was 
drami on a wlilfce caM plaeed. about two fe©t in front of the 
slit.. By drawing the diagonals of the sqtiare so obtained, 
the center of the 'oea® was loeatM* The lens % (Pig. VI) 
was next brought into place and raised \aratil the center of 
til© beara was in the same position as before. "Rie stand 
hoMing the lens was then bolted to the table to insure its 
staying in place. 
With the eoad#iiser C olaiiiped at the focus of the ©llip-
tleal refleetor, tub© T was inserted and, the total reflecting 
prisa Px adj-usted* Ttsls ad.jmsfcaieiit was accomplished hj al­
lowing parallel light to eater through the top of T and mov­
ing ^t;il f appeared to ©xteiKJ strai^t back from the front 
fae© of the prisM. was then firmly claraped in- position* 
llie stand holding the tube ai¥l prim assembly was next 
hromght into place and the height of the reflector-prism 
assemhlj adjusted. The position of the stsaid was regulated 
so that the square h&ma. of light from the slit fell in the 
eenter of the front face of The stand was then tilted 
hj rmma of leveling- screws in the base •antil the beam of 
liflit from the slit as seen on a piece of ground glass was 
exactlj iB the eenter of the top of T« 
\l3ten the slit was almost covered hj the Hartman dia­
phragm, the toefiffiQ foraed a small spot of light on the grotn^  
glass-. The tilting naturally disturbed the previous setting 
of the height of therefor©,, the hel^t was read-
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Justed* Tim altermte axljustaent of the liei^ fc and tilting 
was repeated yntll Isotli were correct* IKie ali^rBaent of the 
reflector and prisia was considered correct #xen the following 
eoiidit 1 oas ezi st ed. 
1. A square of ligiit from the prism waa exactly in the 
©enter of Px« 
2* A sqimre of light from the prism was,exactly in the 
center of the bottom of tube f when viewed from the top. 
3. A spot of li^ t corresponding to the slit was ex­
actly ia. the center of th© top of f# 
fhe adjustmmt outlined placed the center of the Raraan 
tube OB the optical axis of the 1ms system. The relative 
positions of til# ooMeasiug l«iis the spectrograph slit, 
a»d Ramn tub© were caloul-ated using the method outlined by 
Iflelsen (30), "Hiis aethocl. tends to send light into the 
spectrograph froiti th© BmxiBttea volme of liquid in the tub© 
while excluding that reflected from the walls of the tube. 
The spoctrograph was fiirther protected fros stray light 
by placiag a cardboard tube fros the slit to the prism Pi. 
tube had a hole ia th# bottom so that it co^ald be slipped 
over the leas. Li. Bi© open end at and the space between 
,i^ said the reflector were carefully covered M.th black velvet. 
Another piec© of black velvet wa-s used to cover the top of 
the Ha®»n tube and cond©n@©r. With these precautions no 
light could ba seea tlipough the spectrograph when tho R:saaan 
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tub© ?#as eiiipty* fih&n the tuto© was filled, the mercury arc 
liaes were Just visible. The lines seea were probably dti© 
to soattei'lng by the liquid rather than reflection* 
ilie raereury are was supported on a separate stand and 
feroiight into adjustment at the foeiis of the reflector each 
time a new spectroipr'aia was taken, A separate stand was used 
so th&t the weight of the arc and the iapact of the mercxary 
felling thromi^ the sire dtiring operation ?^ould not disturb 
the adjiistitteiit of the Easomn tube and prism# A removable 
panel ia the hack of the reflector allowed the arc to b© re­
moved for starting,.: 
Li|:^ t from an iron arc for a reference spectrtim was 
scattered doiai through th© condenser C arsi sent into the 
spectrograph hy the prism Pj." This was accomplished by 
placing the arc on a shelf above and to one side of the re­
flector arid claaping a piece of opalescent glass at an angle 
of 45® directly above C. This arrangement was used so that 
the reference spectrum could h& obtained on ©ach plate with­
out disturbing any adjustments of the apparatus. 
Flates Used 
Sasta^  type II-O^  III-O, II-J and III-J plates were 
used at various tia^s* ?he 3 plates have a maxlMmm sensiti­
vity at SlOO t, while the 0 plates ar® laost .sensitive between 
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4CX)0 am 4600 X. Since tlie lima due to the carbon-iaerc-arj 
boai. fall "below 4600 E, tiie 0 platea were most satisfactory 
for sliowiag tiiea© liaes. Itie typ-e II plate# were aiueh faster 
thaa the type III, but w©re so grainy that accurate raeastire-
m&nt of the lines on tliea was difficult* iiirtlienaor©, scat­
tered. light from the arc and tlie slight fluorescence of some 
of tlie solutions prodttced considerable contlrmouis backgroimd 
oa these plates* This backgrotind had a tendency to mask 
weslc Raiaaa lines. It also' mad© iateasity estimates rather 
i«iefiiilte except for the strongest lines observed.* In spite 
of tiie longer e-sposures m&GesB&rj the type III-O plates were 
the aost aati.sfaotory* 
Hie exposed plates were d©?elop©d for seven and. one-
lialf srimtes la Eastaaa D-19 developer at IS© C» Tlie plates 
were then, fixed in Eastsaa P-S fixer fo.r 10-15 siimites sekI 
wasliM 1» rujonlag water for at least oae hotir*. 
Itoe Gompewsds Investigated 
With the exception of dibenayljaereury and mercuric 
elilorid©, tliecorapoimds used we.re furnislied toy ,Dr* I,B* Johns. 
C,*P* .merciarie chloride was used* The dibenzjlmereiiry imn 
synthesized by the method of Jomn and Werner (15)* 
Th© solid compoifflds 'were all recrystallizad just before 
lise from'the solveat to be used whoa taking the Raitiaa spectrum. 
-4S« 
flae llqiaid coaipo^ iads were redistilled twie© untier reduced 
pressure Immdl&tely before us©. 
fairing the Spectrograaa 
Before taking mch speetrogrmn the alignment of the 
aisparatus was checked. The flow of liqiiid through the con-
dens®!' was adjiasted aod Its teBip€a*atiar© regulated* The Ra­
man tube containing tlie solutioa or liquid was allowed to 
stand in plae© for 30 raiautes. This procedure allowed any 
cmvmtlon or eddy enrrents to die out and gave sufficieat 
tim# for the tub© to corae to const.aiit temperature. All so-
Itttioas were prepared and filtered three times tbrou^ 
lo. 50 Utiataao filter paper ii®iediat©ly before use. The 
filter paper, fiajmel,= aad Saiaan tube had "beea washed thor­
oughly with the solTeat to eliminate any foreign materials 
or loose particles of filter paper# The remo-ral of suspended 
solid particles was abaolutely essential in order to reduce 
the cootirjuoixs hMokgr-ornkd to a laiaimBi. 
fhe arc was started aM allowed to r\m for 30 lainuteg 
befor© gtartlag to take a spectrogra'a* 'Si© ©a^poswe time 
varied, eonsiderably depeading on the eoiacetttratlou aad nature 
of the compowid helsg itwestigated, type of plat© era-
ployed was also taken into eo»siclera,tioa in detersaining the 
exposure time* After each exposwe the Eamn tube was re­
moved, the leagth of tii© slit reduced,, arid an iron reference 
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apectriim taken across the laicldle of tiie Raman spectrum. 
Seweral, plates were takes for eacb. eompotmd and the best 
oima seieeted for meastireiiient. 
Measiir©ffl©at of the Plates^ 
flae Rsaatt "shifts® were obtained by first calculating 
the actual frequency and subtraeting this from th© frequency 
of fcbe exelt3.Bg lim* Tii© actmal frequencies were determined 
froa the positioa of the Rasiaa line on the plate relative to 
two standard iroa lines* The actual frequencies could nd; be 
obtained directly toy linear iaterpolatloa because the dis­
persion. w&B not qvdte linear, ilae deviation from a linear 
relatloQ.sMp was deteralaed by measuring th© iron spectrum.. 
Tiisse d#¥iations were plotted against frequencies obtained 
by linear Interpolation, fhe corrections to be applied to 
the calculated frequencies of tlie .Eaman lines were read di­
rectly frcM tills gruph* 
Table fZ shows the data ziecessary for the construction 
of the eorrection curve. ®ie wa^e-lengths for the iron 
lines i,»a.sured are listed in coluim 1. Coluam 2 shows the 
po.Bltion OB the plate Eieasured in milliiseters. The fre­
quencies (in ¥acuim) In the third oolmm were obtained from 
a table {16} *5iieh concerted the w,ve-lenths (togstroms) in 
.air into frequencies in in Yacuiim. The calculated 
aettod dese3*ibed was suggested by Dr. P.H, Spedding. 
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liable ?I. Data for tlie eox^ractloa cur¥e used in calculating 
frequencies. 
' y "» -T"- ~~~ I 
A air * (tm,:) t  ^mo* |-^ ealo« » Gorrectioa 
4S71.8 110.1S2 23402.9 S3402.9 
4582.4 :.S1S 23545 23333 12 
4507*9 .404 25207 25172 35 
4315.1 .451 23168 23133 35 
4S2S.8 .527 23111 23068 43 
43S3,5 .918 22806 23737 69 
4404*8 111.058 S2696 2S61S 78 
4415•! .128 28643 23559 84 
4494.6 .623 2S245 23139 104 
4S28..6 .827 220W 23966 110 
4592 •'7 112.195 21768 21656 112 
4605.0 •246 01719 21611 108 
4667•§ .595 21419 21315 104 
4678*9 ,648 21367 21270 97 
4691.4 ,715 21310 S1213 107 
4707.5 .803 212m 21139 99 
4756.8 •944 21106 21019 87 
4789.6 113.195 2087S 20808 65 
4859.8 .523 20572 20628 44 
4872.0 .579 20521 S0481 40 
4891.0 ..664 204S9 20409 30 
4905.3 .713 20387 20367 20 
4039.7 .865 20239.6 20238.6 0 
-Sl« 
rrequeuei^ a of coluan 4 were o"btain.ed hj linear int©rpola~ 
tioa between the iron liness X , 4271..0 aand , 4939.7 E. 
®i© interpolated frequencies were calculated on a Monro© 
calculator# Asstsaing linear dispersion, tho wave niambers 
per milliaeter were found according to the following formula. 
frequencj (ca.-lj of 4271»8 - freouenoj {ca*'"^ ) of 4939.7 2. 
poiXtxoniS7T''oF'12fTIl"'- posillo^  o^ ''W3'&«'f £'"• * 
om.-^  
n®i« 
2o4;O2j«t0 "" -s c>»rf CKCrt -»™ —I 
HS.SfiS - lio.m" 647.0060 oa. per im. 
!l?he calsmlator was set to divide. Thon 25402,9,, the fr©-
qixemy of the 4871.8 £ line,, was set on the lower left hand 
dial of the calculator,, and 110«13E, the position of this 
line, im@ set o:rj the upper right harai dial# !Ihe dispersion, 
847.6560, was set on the hoard in such a position that when 
the reading on the- upper r-ight hand dial was increased one 
asa., 847«656 cm#-''^ were .subtracted from the reading on the 
lower left hand dial# Sio operation then consisted in moving 
the car^riag© to the proper position and depressing the plus 
or niinas bar mtil the upper right hand dial read the position 
of the line isiios© frequenoj was belug calculated» Tlie lower 
left hawl dial then gave the calculated frequency of the line. 
Bie difference between this oalctilated frequency and the 
actual frequency gave the correction which had to be applied 
to give the correct frequency. These corrections are listed 
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Iti eolisaa 5 of Table ¥1, 
leasui'etaents on s^ irer'al plates of tla© same ty,pe proved 
tlrnt, within the limits of accuracy obtained, the dispersion 
and oorrectiom did not vary Troia ona plate to anotlier. 
Tliertfore, the average corrections determined from three 
plates were plotted against the ealculated vrnve ambers. 
Sueli a graph- is sliowi In FigjOre IX. Tlie carve actually us©d 
was plotted to a mueli larger seal©. 
fo determine the Raimii frequeaeies the position of the 
liii®® oa tla# plate were yaeasiirdd and tlm frequencies calcu­
lated hj linear interpolatios as for tlie iron lines, fix© 
4271.8 iron line was almys used as & startirig point la 
setting the calomlator. Tiiis line was easilj located and 
rather sharp so that it could hB measiared accurately. After 
ealculatlag the frequency of a Ramaa liae tlie correction as 
read, from. Figure IX was applied to gi^e the correct frequency 
of the line Sm wave nmlsersSie difference toetweeii this 
value md 22938,. the frequency of th© mercury 4350 X line 
used for «citatioii, gave tim Ramn "shift" or frequency-
Type III-J plat«s were used In constructing the cor-
rectioH eurfe# leasureaents on several t^ij© II-O plates 
showed that the corrections were not quite the same for these 
plates* Since the II-O plates were not sensitive above 4600 
1, there were not enou^ iron lines in the region investi­
gated to give a eoaplete correction curve. Therefore, the 
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freq«.»©i€a of all th© iron lines present ware calculated 
Just as for tlie type III-J* plates. ®ie difference bet\Y©eii 
tliese ealeulated values and tlie actual frequencies were 
plotted, against the c^alculated •values, fills ciirve gave a 
second oorrectlon to be applied when a type ll~0 .plat© was 
used. Tnis secoaa eor^ectioa carve is aho-m in Figure IX» 
The faot timt tiie lamaa frequeaeies foiaad for tte solvents 
cheek ti'xose reported la tlie litsratiir© Bhoirs tlmt this Metiiod 
is adequate. 
A eonsideratioa of tlie dispersion aoi accuracy of th© 
aeasOTing inatnimaat indicated that the limit of aocuraej 
to be m'Xp&Gtml nm about three or four wave ntssibers. How­
ever, in caaes wher© tli© liaes w©r© weak or where there was 
considerable geueral blackening of tii@ plate, the accuracy 
•was considerably less th&n this value. Sine© the linos du© 
to the carboa-iaercurj bond are strong, tke exact location 
of all -TOalc linea was act atteiiroted# lo laeasTireaents -were 
made in the regiois a^ar 3000 cm*"^ ^ ©r@ the Raman lines 
due to th.6 oarbon-^htyclrogea 'bond are located* 
•'Bi© Spectrograms and Data 
Methylmercia'y 
1» fh© pwce compoimd. 
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Tjpe of pX&%& 
Filter Itovlol A and lacquered 
tube 
lixposiire 
Enlargement of 
spectro£:i''aM 
Lines ohB^ TTBO, 
Six 110132*3 
140, 212, 264 {3), 
487 {10062,, barid 1360-1370, band 940-1050, 
1002 C3), 117S (9), 1469 (S). TtiQ numbers in 
parenthesis are ©sfclmated intensities. If no 
estisates ai'»e lodieated, the lines were either 
very weak or ttie continuous backgrotmd on th© 
plate omd© iatsnsity ©stlaatea impossible. 
®i© ^alsrgement is ssTen tfai©© as long as the 
actual spectrograia. 
Pal (SI) lias reported tlie following lines in ad­
dition to these listed here; 562 (0),- 958 (1), 
1055 (2), 1370 (1), 1421 (2), 2857 (1), 2896 (S), 
2992 {1|* 'The last thre© of these are in a region 
not iave.stigated in., the present work. 
2. Solution in carbon tetraohloride. 
fjp© of plate III-J 
Piltor loviol A, lacquered tube 
Ooaceatratloa 0»3 aiol fraction diethjl-
aerciarj 
Ixposmro' 20 hotirs 
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i3nlarg©Bienfc of 
spectrogram 
Mnes observed 480 {9), 999 (1) 1177 
(S), 1448, ®iei*a was considerable general 
"blackealag In the region alcove 1350 so that 
tlie valme 1448 Is probably not ¥erj accurate. 
3. Solution in acetoa©» 
Type of plate III-J 
Filter Hoviol A, lacqtiered, tube 
CoQcentratioa 0«13 aol fraction di-
etfeylitiercurj 
Sxpostire 20 iiours 
Enl&.rgmmnt of 
spectrograia 
Liaea otosenred 136, 204,. 265?, 520, 
485 C5)» 11'72 CD, 1469., 
Di-B«'propjliBei'ciAry 
1. Hae pur© ooaipoiaad. 
Tjpe of plftfc© III-J 
Filter loiriol A, lacquered tube 
Exposiire- Hlae hours 
iSalB.Tgeimnt of 
spectrcsgraitt 
Lines observed 276 <S), 381 (3), 501 
ClO}, 585 (4), 791 {0), 86S (1), 1016 (2), 
1048 (2), 1158 {10), 1267 (00), 1326 (00), 
1446 {2)« 
•57. 
2« Solution In carbon tetrachlox'ide 
Type of' plate 
Filter 
III-J 
loviol A, lacquered tube 
0»33 laol fraction dl-n-
propylraercury 
37 liours 
Gonc©ntrat:lo» 
Sxpo'ais'e 
Enlarjtertont of 
spectrograw 
Lines observed 171, 384 (2), 501 (3), 
5 9 0  ( 2 ) ,  1 0 0 6 ,  lost, 1160. No lines above 
At/s isoo could be meastxred on this plat© iDe-
cause of* general blackening. Decompositlon 
of the coapoiaad ia solution i-'atlier no" 
tieeabl® 
Blbeaaylittegcuyy 
1. Solution la carbon tetrachloride. 
Typ© of plate II-O 
Pilter 
Tetvipepature 
Exposwe 
Eiil?irgement of 
apectrogr.am 
Maes observed 
C3oncentratlon 
loviol A, Corning 585, 
CUSO4 
0.01 mol fraction di-
beng ylaerctary 
40® G, 
20 hoxo's 
560 (3), 638, 996 (2), 
1085 <4), 1205 
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2 »  Solution In acetone 
Type of plat© 
Filter Soviol A, Corning Ho. 585, 
CUSO4 
0»01 ittol fraction 
II-O 
Goncentrat ioa 
Teiimeratur© 40® G.. 
Ixpo^ur© 20 hours 
Enlsrgeiiient of 
spectrogram 
Maes observed 175 C D ,  260, 325, 560 
(4), 65S, 690, 810, 997 (1), 1080 (2), 1153, 
1205 (1). 
A great deal of difficulty was eacoiaitered due to the 
decoaposltloii of the dibensylnierciirj. la spite of all pre-
eaatioBS ti.ie spectrogr«as wero badly fogged and very diffi­
cult to m©a3tir©» Intensity estimates other than weak or 
strong couM not be mad®, I» this case, as was generally 
trus, the plates obtained for the acetone solution were so 
black hetu-eeu 4650 sad 4916 f that only very strong lines 
could be foimd in that region., Bie loTJer liiait of this re­
gion eorres23Gnds to a Raman frequency of about 1450 cm.-i. 
ffiie light responsible for this darkening of the plate caiae 
from the merenry arc ani was scattered into the spectrograph 
by the finely divided merem^j which preeipitated from the 
cQBipoun^l. 
•"SS* 
The reacti-ve nature of dibenzylffierctxry was shown by an 
attempt to -obtaia Its spectruiii in oarbon disulfide. After 
an exposal'© of only a few hotars at room, temperature the bot-
tom of tlae HaBian.tiib© was covered with a jellowlsii black 
slxidge. The nature of this material was not Investigated, 
but its jellQW color indicated that it was not entirely mer­
cury . therefor©, a reaction must have talcen place between 
the ©arbon disulfide aai the dibenzylmercury. tJnder similar 
esaditlons carbon disulfide alone showed no decomposition. 
surj 
!• Solution iii carboa tetrachloride. 
III-J 
loTiol A, CUSO4, C0SO4 
Saturated at 40*^ C« 
40<5 C. 
Six hours 
fype of plat© 
Filter 
ConcentFation 
feraperature 
Exposure 
Snlargement of 
speotro,graia 
Lines obserired -152 (2), 340, 382, 566 
(4), 580, 619,^2 (3), 700, 997 (4), 1060, 
1185, 1162, 1262, 1370. 
Trie diphenylmercury was wevy stable in carbon tetra­
chloride* Doazelot a 111 Chaix (7) have obtained the Raman 
spectrum of this compound in the .molten state and report th© 
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following lines: 158, 210, 650, 704, 998, 1024, 1574, 5049. 
KoJilrausclj. (W) recently reported an investigation of 
dlplienylBiereiiry in chloroform.# Tiie lines reported were: 
148 (5), 208 <55, 998 (4), 1570 (1). 
Bie line fomd 'by these authors bX 2XQ could not toe 
oonfinaed because a carbon tetrachloride line falls at 217. 
fJie spectrograph would not resolve two lines so close to­
gether, Since the earbon tetrachloride lines were over-ex­
posed, intensity estiiaates on the line at 217 would not show 
a close additional line due to tlie solvent. 
Ileycnric oyaaide 
fltsii:©rous atterapts to obtain the speetrtaa of mercuric 
cyanide in carljoa tetraoM.orlde and acetone yielded only one 
line at 2200 'This line is du© to tlie CeN bond and has 
been reported hj aeireral authors, loodward (38) foxmd 2195 
for the water solution. Irisimaiaurti (26) reported 
2192 for the crystalline mercuric cyanide. He also 
found a very weak lin© at 876 em.-l. 
Enlar.g«K«at of 
spec trogrsen " 
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Mereiiric ©hloride 
!• Solution In acetone 
T'ifpB of plat© 
filter lo¥iol A, Corning Ho» 
585, CU304 
Saturated at 40° C» 
40® 0, 
IX->0 
CoQcentratloa 
Teraperatwr,© 
Exposure 
lanlargement of 
spectrogram 
Lines obsei*ved 
?»,5 hours 
321 (8) 
Tills resialt is in agreement with tliat of WoodwaM (38) 
\fe.o fotmd 320 for a water solution of merciiric chloride. 
fhe acetme soltttioa was slightly yellow after the ex-
postiro but »© aierciary was precipitated# 
Di«'P'-toljlBiercury 
Di-p-tolylaere'ary was so insoluble that no spectr^ jon could 
be obtained# li3.iaeK)-as atteiripts gav© only negative results* 
.{toe plate show-ed a weak imresolved, band between 1420 and 1571 
This spectrogrsffi was taken of the sattirated solution 
1q carbois t€trachloa''ide at 40® C» The compotmd allowed no 
signs of deeorapositlon# A verj clear spectrogram was obtained 
on a type III-J plate after an 80 hour ©scpostxre, but no lines 
due to the di-p-tolyliaercury could b© found. 
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lalafgemeut of 
s|»ect;r©gr®ta H 
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fais coBipomd was also too losoluble in any solvent to 
y'leld reault s# 
fable VII eontaias the freqiaeneies observed for the 
coiapomds investigated-* Ho sepai'ation on tiie basis of the 
solveat used ixas been made becaas® bxij variations due to th© 
solvent were less than, th© «speriaetital error in laeasuring 
til© frequencie®# This is in a.greejaent with the work of Ifest 
ai^ .Arthur |36)« These Investigators studied the elYect of 
aonionisiiig solvents on th© HsBiaa frequencies of HCl, IIBr, 
aM SOg. fh© maximum value f©r was 0.03, ^ lich was at­
tained only with a solvent having a dielectric constant 14. 
B*igare X is a graptilcal representation of the data in 
Table ?1I. This diagram shows only lines below 1300 em. 
Itoe hei i^t of tlie lines represents approxlaately th© relative 
intensitlss estimate visually. The lines shown for di­
me thy liaerciary are thos® reported by Pal (31) .  
Gompllation of Bata 
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Ta'ole Frequencies of a series of organomercury com-
poiands, BgHg. 
Fropyl * Etliyl I Metliyl * Benzyl * Fkmnjl ^Gh.lorl(l©* Cyanide 
171 C0| 140 (1) isg (2) 175 (ffl) 152 <5) 
276 (3) 212 (2) 2S5 CO) 260 MO 
381 (3} 264 m 515 (8) S25 382 
501C10) 329 io) S65 ( D  560 C 5 )  555 C s )  
585 (4) 486 {&} 700 C3) 658 580 
7tl CO) 562 m 1182 (6) 690 619 
863 CD 633 CO) 1258 C D  810 652 C s )  
1016 C2) 958 C D  996 C » )  700 
1084 (2) 1008 C5) 1070 097 is) 
1158110) 1065 m 1155 1060 
1267(00) 1178 m 1206 1185 
1326(00) 1370 ( D  1262 
1446 (2) 1421 
1455 
( 5 )  
( 3 )  
1370 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIOHS 
Selection of Puadamental Frequencies 
Thompson and Linnet (35) have shown rather conclusively 
that the fundamental frequencies of dlmethylmercury are: , 
515| , 156j aoa. ^  , 565. The symmetrical frequency 7^ , 
la very strong and lies in a region of the spectrum free from 
WICP 
other lines. Aa may he seen from Figure a strong line 
near 500 was observed for each coapound* Thla frequency 
has been designated . 
Equation (5) Indicates that the ratio of to should 
he fairly constant. Val ues for Table VIII vary 
from 1.38 to 1.06. The frequencies marked in Figure X 
are those which seem the most probable as Indicated by the 
mass ratio. Dlphenylmerctn'y is the only case offering two 
possibilities for • The value at 652 cm.~l was chosen 
since 580 cm."*^ gave an unreasonable value for the force con-
stm t. 
The lowest frequency observed in each case was designated 
as . The frequencies in this region are \andoubtedly asso­
ciated with the mercury atom, since no frequencies are ob­
served In this region In other compounds containing the radi­
cals . 
fiad/ea/ a m X K n 
k, X Hf* 
m 
k, i 
m 
A, X 
m m (Si 
y,/ 
/y; fim *M / M 
Propyl 
a SOI 171 58S 5.f 6.3 
€.! : 0.2a /./7 /.^ O 
b St.! iS • : 0.12 t.or 
Ethyl 
a ise HO S£2 .^7 i.i 0.13 0.13 Lie /.H 
•i*: 2.0 2.3 0.06 C.C7 /. 07 
M9thyi 
a Sis 156 s$s J.2 t.f 2.f 0.09 0.09 I. to I.07Z 
0.01 0.09 i.07 
Benzyl 
a 560 J7S S3S S.S 16.7 //.f 0.63 0.4^  L t f  /.3S 
b 16 2.9 O.iO O.U 1.07 
Phenyl 
a S55 I5i 6S2 6.9 13.9 10.9 OM 0.30 1.19 133 
b 2.2 27 6M 007 1.06 
Chloride 
a J2i 2.2 1(6 
6 
Cyanide 
a 276 U I./2 
h 
m 1 ratf/cv/J m ^Cf^  
Tabfa MiS, FundaatMM frefu«nctes wd forc9 cMSfvah for /fgtiy compounds. 
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CaloulatioB. of Force Constants 
Tstble fill shows the values for the force constants cal-
eulat.ed asliig the equations on p. 23- ®ie values obtained for 
lcj_ from equation (6) repressenfc the restoring force acting on 
the vibrating group*: if the rnAlc&l vibrates as a miit, 
represents the fore© constant for the carbon-merciiry bond. 
Horn-ever, if onlj the CH2 group attached directly to the mer­
cury atom vibrates, represente the force constant for the 
oarbon-oercury bond plus the fraction of the force constant 
for the adjacent earbon-oarbon boiii «&ieh is effective in re­
straining the C% gtouip, 
A eoasideration of the last two colxuHas in Table vill 
gives an indication of the type of vibration being executed. 
In the aliphatic eospounds the radical seess to be vibrating 
alsiost as a unit because when the. iQa.ss of the radical is sub­
stituted into the right-hand side of equation (5) the result 
is mo TO nearly in agreement with the ratio of 7^ to than 
Tfeen the Em8.s of the CHg group is used# fhe values of the 
force constants calculated from equations (4) and (7) are also 
in better agreement «ith those from equation {6} #ien the mass 
of the radical as a whole is used. The same reasoning shows 
that In the benzyl and phenyl compounds the radical does not 
vibrate as a unit# "Bie vibration aeems almost entirely l.i2a-
ited to the OHg group la dibenzylmercury. 
fhe rather high, value for of aiphenylmereury using 
equation (6) is about h&lf-way between the values for using 
equation (7) «l3,©a tiie laass is taken as the whole group and 
when the mass is taken as a e&rbon atom. This can toe ex­
plained hj the fact that two adjacent carbon-earbon bonds con­
tribute to tlie restrataing force represented by this constant. 
A study of tlie Haaan spectra of d.i-iso~propyliaercury should 
show whstlier or not this ©ffeet is peculiar to the benzene 
ring. The values of for .merouric chloride and mercuric 
cyanide are rather sraall as is usmlly the case when the bond 
Is nearly of the ionie type. 
Bie small values for the bending constants indicate that 
the aliphatic HgHg eompounds are very flexible, for di-
phenyl- and dibenzylnercury is about 0.4 - 0.5 x 10""^, 'shich 
f ,  
is about the smne as th© vate for for the carbon-carbon 
' bond, for the earboa-esirboa bond is usually about 0.54 
X 10-S (23), Eierefore,. diphenyl- and dibcnaylmerciary are 
nior© rigid aiolecules than th© other compounds investigated. 
Comparison of Force Constanta, Stability, 
and lefractioii Data 
Figure XI shows , aai plotted against the e-
lectron sharing ability of the radicals. Ki© kj, curve which 
is plotted to a .proportionally larger scale than the other 
curves indicates that the placing, on the abscissae, of the 
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ethyl and propi'l radicals may not b© quit© co-rrect. 
•fhes© were originally placed hj Johns and Hlxoa (10) from 
valia®s of tlie dissociation coastants of the amines, RMHg. 
Bia dissociation eonstants of the aliphatic asalnes were so 
close together that tlie placiag of tiies© radicals on this 
basis, nay liafe he&n •aiicertal.ii# order indicated by the 
force constants is metliyl, ethyl,. i>ropyl. However, the fr©-
queacies ^  are in the order ethyl, propyl, methyl. The 
question. ari8©.s then as to which coastant should be used to ' 
•place the radicals» H^we^er, as w&a explained on page 13, 
this qu©.stioii cannot he an,swer©d at the present tira-©. 
fhe ouT'ves of Pigare XI are very similar in shape to 
those ol5tai.iQad by C&rr {4) for the atosie refraction of mer­
cury in .R2Hg aad HligCl eompomds* These cur^e-s are shorn in 
Fi.gttre XIX.. Figwe XII also shows the variations in thermal 
st.abili.ty of the organoa^rciiry compotsnds. fh© abscissae 
values for tlie alaiawffl for each thermal stability cxirve co-
Ineides with tliat of the siaxiiatm for the corre.spending re-
fracti¥ity cttr¥©» !Hi© curves of Pigur© XI all exhibit a raax-
iimii at this saime point. A consideration of the refraction 
•and thermal stability -ciir^es shows that ^en the mercury atom 
ia the laoleciile has it 8 electrons uader about the same con-
strftiat as in raercmry irapor, the compound Is unst^le toward 
heat. ^That the eoiapoia«3. ha¥lng the lowest decomposition tem-
erature does not have the lowest force constant raay be sur-
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prising* However, fclie eonstai5ts calculated according to 
equation {6} contain a contribtition due to the neighboring 
carbon-earboa bond. The exaet Biagnltude of this effect can­
not be calculated at fch© present time. 
Another point to b© considered is the natur© or mechan-
isa of tlie dissociation by heat* Two mechanisms may be con-
siderad. flie molecule mi gat dissociate froai its groxind 
electronic state by passing to a higher vibrational level. 
In this case there ralght b« ®. direct relationship between the 
fore© eonataat and the deeomposltion temperature. On th® 
other Imiiii, the aolecule might first absorb energy enough to 
pass into a higjher ©lectronie state before dissociation* In 
this case there shoiiM be no correlation between the decompo­
sition temperature and th© lamaa. frequencies or force constants. 
Timmn spectra giv© information concerning only the 
groxaoA electronic level. Ultra violet absorption studies 
should, prove helpful la explaining tii6 aechanlsa of the 
thenaal dissociation of these compounds. 
Figiire XIII is a graph in which th© refraction of the 
mercury in HlfgGl coapounds is plotted against the force con­
stants calculated frca-a l22S compounds. 
With th€ ©xccption of dibenzylmercury the points fall 
on a saooth curve which appears to be a parabola. The equa­
tion for such a curve wouM b# of the fom (y-a)^  » bx 4. c, 
where y is th© fore© constant, x the atoaiic refraction of the 
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laeroury, and a, Ij, and o are constants. Tlie a of this e-
qmtlon mlgtit be th,e contribution to 'k^ of the adjacent car­
toon-carbon bond. The molecular refraction would then be a 
linear function of the square of the force constant. The 
molecular i-efraction is known to depend upon the polariza-
bilifcy of the aoleeul© (33). Miether any relationship exists 
between the force constant and polarizability is not knoTO. 
0oaplete refraction and Haumn spectra studies on a series of 
compounds in which the force constants could be accurately 
detemined should help to clarify this point. 
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fariatioBs in th© Frequ©nel©s .Due to 
Yibrations within the Radieals 
Information eoQeeraiag the natiire of the carbon-iaercury 
bond G£m also he ol^talaed from a consideration of the frequeis-
cies du© to til© rasaicalB attaclied to the mercurj &tom. The 
strong lima aear 1180 ciii.*"3. in aliphatic coapoimds is due to 
tixe earbon-liyflrogen bond. In oompovmda containing no neavy 
element tills frequency falls near 1450 am.."!. As the mole­
cule becoraes Biore complex or wlien heavy elements are added, 
tills frequency tei^ ds to siiift to a different value. Some com-
powjdg ©j^iibit several lines in this region. "Hi© splitting 
and shifting of the components ef this line or energy level 
sliomld depend upon the strength, of th© coupling and the mass 
of tlie group added. In the saturated hydrocarbon series one 
line is noticM sround 1450 to hexane. In the spec-
tri:ta of hexaae tlxls line appears to b© split into three lines.: 
1148, 131S, 1455, ftfiiieh have hoen reported (24). About the same 
aplitting is observed for ethyl alcohol... I^ines at 1273 aiKl 
1456 ea»~^ have "been reported for this coapound (24). For 
ethyl iodide the lines reported are 1194 and 1450 (24). 
Th# loTfer liait of the splitting at 1158 for the 
aliphatie organOTi#remry coi2potsiid.s Indicates a rather loose 
binding between th« carbon and mercury. Cm .sidoring the large 
Biass of the laorciffy atoia this is not a large displaceaent. 
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Compartson witii tlie shift for tiie iodides suggests t^iiat the 
ca3?t)on-ia«rctiry "bond Is weaker than the carbon-iodln© boi^ . 
SliMs© tMs frequency Is almost constant in all the aliphatic 
organcsaeretiry compounds., the strength of the bond must not 
¥apj greatly. 
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3UIM1HX 
1* Sieoretical ooiisider-atloas have been rmde which show 
that Haman spectra studies sJiouM be of aid in elucidating 
the natiare of the electron sharing ability of organic radi­
cals. 
2. Apparatus and ©xperimeotal procedTire for observing 
Rmiian, spectra have "beeii deacrihed. 
3.» 'The Easan spectra of diethylaiereiiry, di-a-propyl-
sercury, dibensjliaerc'^rj, diphenyliQercury, mercuric chloride 
amd .Hiercuric cyanide have be©a observed. 
4. The fwidaaeutal freqaencies of the R2Hg coBipotmds 
have heen used to ealculat® force constmits for the vibrating 
groups• • 
.5» fh© fraquemci®® dm© to the vibrations within the radi­
cals haw been compared with tliose observed for the radicals 
in other comiso'ttuds. 
6« Tim info mat ion obtained from the Raaiaa spectra of 
th® Hgllg coBipownds has been corapared with that obtained from 
the.mal stability a»l refractioa studies. 
7.. The followiag conclusions have beea madet 
a. The radical.® In the aliphatic compounds vibrate 
aliaost as «iiits. 
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h. The radicals do not vibrate as units in the 
aromatic eompottjsds. 
o. Bie force constants place the radicals in the 
oMer methyl, ethyl, propyl, benzjl, phenyl,, 
chloride, eyanide. 
d.. ®he aliphatie RgHg coBipounds are ¥ery flexible 
while the ar-oaiatic compounds are very rigid. 
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